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How to connect soundbar to vizio tv

Digital Trends may earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. No matter how gorgeous the picture or large the display, a personal home theater experience isn’t complete without quality audio and powerful bass. If you want to feel like you’re a part of the action, you need a soundbar that delivers. A solid option is the Vizio
SmartCast 3.1 Channel Soundbar System. This model normally rings in for $198, but Walmart’s big summer sale has made it available for only $158. In case you don’t want to shell out $158 in one go, you may opt to split that amount over a 12-month period which boils down to just $16 a month. Walmart’s sale ends this Sunday July 21,
where you’ll find great home theatre deals on soundbars, TVs, and more. BUY NOW This Vizio SmartCast soundbar is built with custom drivers and technologies from leaders in the audio industry — the Dolby technology that ensures dynamic sound quality for TV shows, movies and music, and the DTS technology that produces richer
sound and dialogue with deeper bass. Designed with a three-channel configuration, this soundbar promises up to 101 decibels of room-filling, crystal-clear sound with less than 1% total harmonic distortion. It also has a wireless subwoofer that delivers roof-shaking bass as deep as 50 Hz. From the rumble of a concert to a thrilling car
chase, you’ll experience every detail in amazing clarity and feel as if you’re in the scene. Playing your favorite tunes from your phone directly to the soundbar is possible with the built-in Chromecast (just tap the Cast button from the audio app). You can also stream high-quality audio over your home’s Wi-Fi network without interruptions if
you get a text or phone call. And with the Vizio SmartCast app, you can turn your mobile device into the ultimate remote to easily set up and control the soundbar. Don’t worry about your phone running low on juice; this soundbar is battery-friendly so you can cast for as long as you want. The Vizio SmartCast 3.1 Channel Soundbar
System offers an excellent way to achieve an incredible audio experience for your movies, TV shows, games, and music. Don’t miss out on Walmart’s summer deal and get it today for only $158 instead of its usual $198 price tag. Looking for more great stuff? Check out 4K TV deals and other amazing post-Prime Day deals on our curated
deals page. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a
purchase.Digital Trends may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations This story is part of our continuing coverage of CES 2020, including tech and gadgets from the showroom floor. If you’ve got a TV, you need a soundbar. It’s that simple.
Luckily, CES is loaded with them, showcasing all the coolest new models with the most cutting-edge features that will no doubt be on your list for the new year. We’ve collected all the best models we saw (and heard) at CES 2020 so you can get a jump on the best of the best to start off this new decade with a bang. LG SN11RG 7.1.4
Dolby Atmos soundbar Like so many companies this year, LG is going big on Atmos for its brawny new bar, unleashing a long drink of 3D-audio might in a 7.1.4-channel system with a name that, shall we say, leaves something to be desired. Names aside, this bar has plenty to brag about, including acoustic room calibration, wireless
surrounds, and booming bass from the accompanying wireless sub. Other top features include high-resolution audio support at 192kHz/24bit, Google Assistant onboard, and eARC support for uncompressed Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, as well as perfectly synced audio from compatible TVs. With a claimed 770 watts of total power, this
mondo bar should do the trick for just about any cinematic affair. Vizio Elevate Don’t be too surprised that Vizio made this list. The company perennially makes some of the absolute highest value soundbars around. But this year, things are different — in a good way. Vizio has totally revamped its soundbar line for 2020, adding a stealthy
new look, awaited features like a lighted backscreen for the remote (finally), along with modern upgrades to its top-level bars like eARC for high-resolution Dolby Atmos and automatic audio sync with compatible devices. The Elevate boasts all that, but that’s just the start of the fun. This 5.1.4-channel, 48-inch, anodized aluminum monster
isn’t just a pretty face — it boasts rotating speakers built for every kind of sound you can throw at it. When the bar detects a Dolby Atmos or DTS:X signal, its side-flanked speakers rotate up to bounce sound off the ceiling for 3D-audio immersion. Send a stereo signal (in Direct mode), and they rotate back down for powerful musicality. It’s
a nifty feature and it made for impressive sound in our first demo. Add in stylish new surround satellites, and even a dedicated analog input which can work with your smart speaker, and you’ve got one bad bar. TCL Alto 9+ soundbar There are several things that make TCL’s Alto 9+ worth keeping an eye on at the show. One of them is
simply that this unit — which first showcased at IFA 2019 — is slated to actually arrive in the U.S. this year. Then there’s the Ray-Danz design, which incorporates an old-school audio dispersion method that uses two side-firing drivers and a host of reflectors to bend the sound around the room for an impressively large sweet spot with
Dolby Atmos content. But perhaps the coolest thing about this soundbar isn’t what you get, but what you don’t need — as in the remote. If you have a Roku TV, that is. The Alto 9+ is one of the first soundbars to participate in the Roku TV Ready program, which allows you to control all parameters of the bar from your Roku TV remote
using your TV’s on-screen interface. The program will be rolling out soon to other brands, but this brilliant new partnership is a great reason for Roku TV fans to keep a keen eye on the Alto 9+. JBL Bar 9.1 soundbar Another novel solution to the Dolby Atmos conundrum (yes, you’re sensing a pattern here), JBL’s first Dolby Atmos
soundbar does it with removable, fully wireless speakers. And when I say fully wireless, I mean it. The bar’s side-mounted, detachable satellite modules have batteries inside that charge from the bar, allowing for 10 hours of separation before they need redocking. While it certainly won’t be for everyone, those who want to connect without
wires and without plugging in will find this bar is just the ticket. Clear and powerful Atmos immersion, thunderous bass, and plenty of other features make this unique little bar well worth checking out. Klipsch Bar 54A Dolby Atmos bar Klipsch’s Bar 54A first appeared at CES last year as a shell on the wall, but the bar never surfaced on the
open market. Now that it has finally arrived, this 54-inch, 5.1.4-channel behemoth seems to have been worth the wait. After a quick demo, I was left thinking, “You know, that Hobbes and Shaw actually looks like a pretty fun flick!” I don’t know if it was Idris Elba’s charisma, or this four-piece system’s muscle car power — and gargantuan
12-inch subwoofer — but either way, I left the room impressed. Along with reams of power, the Bar 54A is equipped with a full suite of modern features, including HDMI eARC connection, Google Assistant, Apple AirPlay 2, and Amazon Alexa support. At $1,500, it’s certainly not for penny pinchers, but if you’re looking for an Atmos
soundbar to create your own personal thunder dome, look no further. Follow our live blog for more CES news and announcements. Editors' Recommendations Very sharp quality (HD Dark and HD Bright)Good clarity (SD Bright and SD Dark)Fairly easy to handle the remote controlEasy to navigate through menu options and settingsFairly
easy to find additional features on the menu optionEasy to change inputs and video sourcesAt various viewing angles, there were very few noticeable changes in picture quality Good sound clarityThick panel (3.2")Not many features This television provides good picture quality at an affordable price. Testers loved the layout of the menus
and the ease of navigating them. There aren't many extra features included, but if your main concern is picture quality, this television won't disappoint. vizio.com Reviewed: December 2010Price When Reviewed: $469.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Easy to navigate through menu options and settingsEasy to use the remote controlEasy to find additional features on the menu optionEasy to change inputs and video sourcesGood detailAt various viewing angles, there were very few
noticeable changes in picture quality Very good sound clarityNo strobe or flickering (video and film resolution loss)USB ports are located in the left in the backUnique remote with slide out keyboardMay need to adjust contrast levels right out of the boxDuring calibration test, colors had to be readjusted The Vizio HDTV has great sound
clarity and easy-to-use features, including a remote with a slide-out keyboard for easier use of the Vizio internet apps or social networking. The Vizio also has above average levels of brightness and visible details for both standard and high definition viewing. However, the contrast levels for this TV were below average. vizio.com
Reviewed: December 2010Price When Reviewed: $1430.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io
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